HLA-B27 misfolding is associated with aberrant intermolecular disulfide bond formation (dimerization) in the endoplasmic reticulum.
The class I protein HLA-B27 confers susceptibility to inflammatory arthritis in humans and when overexpressed in rodents for reasons that remain unclear. We demonstrated previously that HLA-B27 heavy chains (HC) undergo endoplasmic reticulum (ER)-associated degradation. We report here that HLA-B27 HC also forms two types of aberrant disulfide-linked complexes (dimers) during the folding and assembly process that can be distinguished by conformation-sensitive antibodies W6/32 and HC10. HC10-reactive dimers form immediately after HC synthesis in the ER and constitute at least 25% of the HC pool, whereas W6/32-reactive dimers appear several hours later and represent less than 10% of the folded HC. HC10-reactive dimers accumulate in the absence of tapasin or beta(2)-microglobulin, whereas W6/32-reactive dimers are not detected. Efficient formation of W6/32-reactive dimers appears to depend on the transporter associated with antigen processing, tapasin, and beta(2)-microglobulin. The unpaired Cys(67) and residues at the base of the B pocket that dramatically impair HLA-B27 HC folding are critical for the formation of HC10-reactive ER dimers. Although certain other alleles also form dimers late in the assembly pathway, ER dimerization of HLA-B27 may be unique. These results demonstrate that residues comprising the HLA-B27 B pocket result in aberrant HC folding and disulfide bond formation, and thus confer unusual properties on this molecule that are unrelated to peptide selection per se, yet may be important in disease pathogenesis.